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The emission cross section of Smith-Purcell radiation is calculated for a charged particle running near the
surface of a photonic crystal. The cross section of a photonic crystal of arrayed dielectric spheres and that of
a diffraction grating are compared. It is shown that well-defined photonic bands of the photonic crystal bring
about a spectrum full of resonant structures of enhanced intensity, whose peak heights are an order of magni-
tude larger than the emission intensity of the diffraction grating. The results of calculations thus show a
possible advantage of photonic crystals over diffraction gratings as a converter of the evanescent field from a
running charge into propagating waves.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smith-Purcell radiation~SPR! is a mechanism of photon
emission from a charge running near a periodic array of scat-
terers of electromagnetic waves. The evanescent field emit-
ted by the running charge, present only close to its trajectory
and hence unable to be observed at a distant observation
point, acquires an umklapp momentum shift due to scattering
and is eventually converted into an observable plane wave.
Since the pioneering discovery of this light conversion pro-
cess by Smith and Purcell,1 diffraction gratings have been
conventionally employed to make use of the one-
dimensional~1D! umklapp scattering by surface corruga-
tions. Because of the easiness of the fabrication, the study
using the 1D periodicity of diffraction gratings has been ac-
tively pursued and the possible applications in the new fields
of laser acceleration2,3 and in free electron lasing4,5 have
been studied both theoretically and experimentally.

The well definedness of photonic bands of photonic
crystals6,7 naturally leads to the expectation that production
of photons of higher efficiency might be achieved if a pho-
tonic crystal is used instead of a diffraction grating. The band
structure of a photonic crystal introduces frequency ranges of
very low density of states~DOS! of photons, if not com-
pletely zero as realized in the presence of a full band gap.
The low DOS frequency range centering on a photonic band
gap is sandwiched by a pair of photonic bands of very small
group velocity, sometimes as small as one hundredth of the
light velocity c in vacuo. A lowered group velocity of light is
equivalent to an enhanced photonic DOS. Therefore, the SPR
spectrum of a photonic crystal may exhibit frequency ranges
of enhanced intensity at the positions of photonic bands to
compensate the suppression of intensity at the band gap re-
gions.

In this sense, the efficiency of a photonic crystal in the
Smith-Purcell~SP! mechanism is quite an intriguing target in
the search for the future applications of photonic crystals. In
fact, calculations given by Ohtaka and Yamaguti for a pho-
tonic crystal of slab geometry show that resonant excitation
of a photonic band by the evanescent light from an electron
gives rise to conspicuous resonant peaks in the SPR

spectrum.8 They found that the resonant enhancement grow
progressively as the slab becomes thicker.

In the case of diffraction gratings9–14 and 1D periodic
scatterers,15 too, the SPR spectrum has a nontrivial frequency
dependence, as observed both experimentally and theoreti-
cally. The spectrum is often characterized by the appearance
of frequency ranges of enhanced intensity, in connection
with the opening of a diffraction channel as the photon en-
ergy increases. This is a kind of Wood anomaly, the name
given to any singular behavior in grating optics that takes
place associated with the opening of a diffraction
channel.16–20 As compared with the resonances in photonic
crystal, however, such frequency ranges of enhancement
would presumably be much broader and the peak heights of
the grating SPR spectra would accordingly be so much
smaller. This conjecture stems from the fact that the normal
modes of a photon, if any, of a grating system cannot be
established so well as the photonic bands of photonic crystal.
In this regard, it should be noted that the sharp resonances in
many optical responses of photonic crystals result from the
remarkable confinement effect of electromagnetic energies
due either to the strong Bragg reflection or from photon lo-
calization as in the case of Mie resonance.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the efficiency of
photonic crystals in SPR compared with that of diffraction
gratings. One of our targets is to compare the spectral fea-
tures of 2D light scattering of photonic crystals with that of
diffraction gratings. By considering a photonic crystal of fi-
nite thickness, we shall show that it gives an SPR spectrum
full of information, so much so that we can even observe the
dispersion curves of the photonic bands by following the
peak positions in the SPR spectrum using the scanning di-
rection of observation and/or changing beam velocity. We
shall also show that the SPR spectrum from a photonic crys-
tal presents a selection rule related to the photonic band
structures.

The second target is to compare the absolute magnitudes
of photon production. For this purpose, we shall calculate the
absolute magnitudes of SPR from a photonic crystal as a
function of the direction of observation. The conclusion to be
drawn for the efficiency of photon yield is very positive for
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the photonic crystal over a perfectly conducting grating both
quantitatively and qualitatively.

These conclusions are drawn for the SPR spectra from a
slab photonic crystal of arrayed spheres. The system of ar-
rayed spheres is chosen because it is a prototype photonic
crystal that might cover any characteristic optical phenomena
realizable in photonic crystals. The conclusions of this paper
may thus be taken as the characteristic features of photonic
crystals in general and may be applicable to any realistic
photonic crystals of sophisticated fabrication except, of
course, for numerical details, which may differ from one
photonic crystal to another.

In Sec. II, our theoretical treatment in SPR spectrum will
be given. In Sec. III, we give some of the numerical results
of the SPR spectra in connection with the band structure of
the photonic crystal. In Sec. IV, the formula for calculating
the absolute magnitudes of SPR spectra is given and a com-
parison is made between a photonic crystal and a perfectly
conducting grating. The conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. SPR MECHANISM OF PHOTONIC CRYSTAL

We consider an electron of charge2e(e.0) running
with velocity v, parallel to the surface of a photonic crystal
of finite thickness. As shown in Fig. 1, we examine a photo-
nic crystal made of dielectric spheres arrayed in a simple
cubic lattice of lattice constantd. We place the centers of the
spheres of the first layer on thex-y plane (z50), with thex
axis taken in the~1,0! direction of the square lattice and put
the whole system composed ofN stacking layers in the re-
gion z,0. The lateral extension in thex andy directions of
the photonic crystal is assumed to be infinite. Let the electron
be running in thex direction with distanceD1a above the
x-y plane, wherea is the radius of spheres andD is the
distance between the electron trajectory and the top of the
first-layer spheres.

Since we are interested in the frequency region of pho-
tons, which are influenced substantially by the photonic crys-

tal, the frequencyv of the emitted photon can be assumed to
be in the visible or longer wavelength range. With\v much
smaller than the beam energy, which we assume to be in the
hundreds of kilovolts or higher in the relativistic range, the
recoil of the electron due to the photon emission may be
neglected. The emission of light is then treated simply by
solving Maxwell equations with the beam current treated as a
source term, an assumption usually employed in the treat-
ment of SPR.9–16

With the origin of timet fixed at the instant at which the
electron passes the pointx50, the current of an electron
with velocity v is expressed by

j~r,t !52ex̂vd~x2vt !d~y !d~z2D2a !, ~1!

wherex̂, the unit vector in thex direction, specifies the cur-
rent direction. The Fourier transform ofj(r,t) with respect to
t, j(r,v), works as a source term in Maxwell equations for
the emission of a light of frequencyv. We obtain

j~r,v !52ex̂e ikxxd~y !d~z2D2a !, ~2!

with a key relation

kx5

v

v

. ~3!

Since the source termj(r,v) exhibits e ikxx dependence, the
wave emitted directly by the electron will be characterized
by the same dependence. The vector potential of the emitted
wave is obtained in the Lorentz gauge by solving

S D1

v2

c2 D A~r,v !52m0j~r,v !. ~4!

With Eq. ~2!, we find

A~r,v !5m0ex̂E dqydqz

~2p !2

3

exp$i@kxx1qyy1qz~z2D2a !#%

v2/c2
2~kx

2
1qy

2
1qz

2!
. ~5!

Note that thex dependence is described by the factore ikxx,
as stated above. The integral overqz of this equation is given
by the residue of the integrand. With the Lorentz condition,
the electric field is then obtained as

E~r,v !5ivS A~r,v !1

c2

v2
““•A~r,v !D , ~6!

the second term being the contribution from the scalar po-
tential. Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~6!, we find

E~r,v !5

e

2c2«0

vE dqy

2p S 211

1

b2
,

qy

kb
,

G

kb D e iki•r

G
,

~7!

wherek5v/c, b5v/c and «0 is the dielectric constant of
vacuum. Here,

FIG. 1. Electron beam and a slab photonic crystal of arrayed
spheres. The electron is running in thex direction with distanceD
from the top of the first layer spheres. Dielectric spheres, each of
radiusa are arrayed in a simple cubic array of lattice constantd. N
is the number of stacking layers. The evanescent wave shown by
the dashed line is converted into plane waves, shown by the solid
lines, by the umklapp light scattering.
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ki5~kx ,qy ,G ! ~8!

is the wave vector of the emitted photon with

G5Ak2
2kx

2
2qy

2
5AS v

c D 2

2S v

v
D 2

2qy
2 ~9!

being itsz component. Note thatqy of the wave vectorki is
arbitrary and that the integral overqy remains in Eq.~7! for
E(r,v). Since

v,c ~10!

in Eq. ~9!, G is a pure imaginary number, implying that the
direct light from the charge, Eq.~7!, is evanescent in thez
direction. We illustrate this situation in Fig. 2, taking the case
of qy50, for simplicity. The two dotted lines are drawn in
the qx-v plane for the dispersion relationsv5cqx and v
5vqx . They will be referred to asc line andv line, respec-
tively. The two intersections,P1 andP2 in Fig. 2, determine
the magnitude ofG, as we see from Eq.~9!.

We now treat the evanescent wave given by Eq.~7! as an
incident wave of wave vectorki to the photonic crystal. It is
multiply scattered and goes out of the crystal after the scat-
tering process. Since translational invariance is lacking in a
photonic crystal of finite thickness, the reciprocal lattice vec-
tors in question are 2D ones. Each of the reciprocal lattice
vectors determines one SPR band.

In the upper side of the photonic crystal, reflected wave is
observed with the momentum shift due to a 2D reciprocal
lattice vector

~Dqx ,Dqy!5

2p

d
~nx ,ny! ~11!

with integersnx and ny . The wave vector of the scattered
light is then given by

ks~nx ,ny!5S kx2nx

2p

d
,qy2ny

2p

d
,GnxnyD , ~12!

with

Gnxny
5Ak2

2S kx2nx

2p

d D 2

2S qy2ny

2p

d D 2

~13!

by energy conservation. The (nx ,ny) waves with a real
Gnxny

, i.e., the waves withks(nx ,ny) lying inside the light
cone of Fig. 2, can propagate as a plane wave and are de-
tectable at a distant observation point. Figure 2 shows the
construction of these propagating waves for the case ofny
50. We have a series ofv lines shifted horizontally by the
quantity 2(2pnx /d). In the frequency region within the
light cone, i.e., along a shiftedv line bounded by the twoc
linesv56cqx , we have one SPR emission band. Thus, the
entire spectrum is composed ofh10,h20, . . . , emission
bands, where the subscript 10, for example, specifies the
momentum shift (nx ,ny)5(1,0). The angle of the emitted
photon relative to thez axis is determined by the direction of
ks . With a change inv and hence inkx of the initial eva-
nescent light,ks moves on the shiftedv line.

For the treatment of the light scattering of a slab of stack-
ing layers N equal to 2n, we employ the layer-doubling
method.21–23For details of the process of doubling the num-
ber of layers, the readers are referred to Ref. 24 Note that the
assumption of finite thickness of our system is important
because actual experiments are carried out only for such a
system and the SPR spectrum depends critically upon the
slab thickness. In this way, we can obtain the amplitude
transmission and reflection coefficients of the incident eva-
nescent wave ofki . Since the light reflected back is our
concern, the amplitude reflection coefficientR(ks ;ki) of an
N-layer photonic crystal must be obtained. The quantity
R(ks ;ki) is a 333 tensor specified by three cartesian com-
ponents of incident light and scattered light;R(ks ;ki)xy , for
example, is defined to be the amplitude of thex component
of the reflected light ofks obtained from they-polarized
incident light of ki of unit amplitude. Recovering theqy
integral of Eq.~7!, we obtain the reflected wave after the
scattering in the following form:

Es~r,v !5

e

4p«0c (
nxny

E dqyexp~ iks•r!E1
(nxny)

~kx , qy , G !,

~14!

where

E1
(nxny)

~kx , qy , G !5R~ks ;ki!E0~kx , qy , G !. ~15!

Here, E0 is the amplitude of the incident wave on the first
layer with the irrelevant prefactor of Eq.~7! removed:

FIG. 2. Light conversion using a umklapp momentum shift. The
dashed lines show the dispersion relationv5vqx of the evanescent
wave ~called thev line in the text! and those umklapp shifted in
parallel to it (h10 andh20 lines!. The lattice constant of the recipro-
cal lattice is 2p/d. The shift from pointP1 to P3 or P1 to P4

corresponds to the conversion process of the evanescent wave of
frequencyv0. The light linesv56cqx define the light cone. The
part of a shiftedv line bounded by them~shown by the solid line!
defines the SPR band. Theqx coordinates of the two pointsP1 and
P2 , v0 /v andv0 /c, respectively, determine the damping constant
uGu through Eq.~9!.
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E0~kx , qy , G !5vS 211

1

b2
,

qy

kb
,

G

kb D e2uGu(D1a)

cG
.

~16!

SincecG has the dimension ofv in this equation,E0 is a
dimensionless quantity and takes account of the decay of the
evanescent light through the exponential factor. We define
SPR intensity in the following form:

I~nx ,ny!qy
5uE1

(nxny)
~kx , qy , G !u2. ~17!

A set (nx ,ny) defines one SPR band. Whenqy andv are
both fixed, a sharp spot is obtained in the (nx ,ny) band be-
causeks is uniquely determined by Eq.~12!. The spot that
has the highest intensity of all will be that of (nx ,ny)
5(1,0), the band with the shortest umklapp shift, which ap-
pears along theh10 line of Fig. 2. If we sweepv in the ~1,0!
band i.e., in the caseny50, the spot moves becausekx of ki ,
and hencekx22p/d of ks , changes withv, thus producing
the h10 SPR band along theh10 line. If we sweepqy in
addition, the direction ofks varies in they direction, too. If,
in particular, we restrict the direction of observation to
within the x-z plane, the observed intensity is given by the
contribution fromqy50. To describe the SPR intensity of
this situation, we consider

I~1, 0!05uE1
(10)~kx , 0,G !u2 ~18!

by puttingny5qy50 in Eq. ~17! and call this quantity sim-
ply the SPR intensity of theh10 band. The emitted light ofv
propagates in thex-z plane of an angleu to the beam direc-
tion (x axis!, given by

cosu5

kx22p/d

v/c
. ~19!

Thus, in the direction perpendicular to the electron beam
(u5p/2), a photon of frequencyv52pc/d ~i.e., kx
52p/d) is observed. In the same way, the intensity
I(nx , 0)0 defined by

I~nx , 0!05uE1
(nx0)

~kx , 0,G !u2 ~20!

with nx52,3, . . . , produces bands along theh20,h30, . . . ,
lines in Fig. 2, which are still observed in thex-z plane.

The contribution to the emission in thex-z plane comes
not only fromE1

(nx0)(kx , 0,G) but also from

E1
(nxny)

~kx , qy , G ! ~21!

with qy5ny(2p/d), because (ks)y , the y component of the
scattered wave vector, is still

~ks!y5qy2ny

2p

d
50. ~22!

Accordingly, we define the intensity

I~nx , ny!ny
5UE1

(nxny)S kx , ny

2p

d
,G D U2

~23!

for the emission in thex-z plane@for simplicity, we have put
the suffixqy of this I(nx ,ny)qy

in units of 2p/d].

If I(1,1)1 , say, has a comparable magnitude toI(1,0)0
defined by Eq.~20!, we should consider the sum

E1
(10)~kx , 0,G !1E1

(11)S kx ,
2p

d
,G D ~24!

to take into account the interference between the two fields
instead of treating them separately.

The final quantity which concerns us isI(nx,0)qy
defined

by

I~nx , 0!qy
5uE1

(nx0)
~kx , qy , G !u2. ~25!

It determines the emisssion intensity in the direction deviated
from thex-z plane by the finite value of (ks)y(5qy). If qy
gradually increases from zero, it provides us with the inten-
sity change as the angle of observation is tilted in they
direction from thex-z plane. In the next section these three
SPR intensities are successively examined.

III. SPR SPECTRUM AND THE BAND STRUCTURE OF
SLAB PHOTONIC CRYSTAL

Smith-Purcell radiation spectra from photonic crystals are
expected to have peculiar properties related to the photonic
bands. Before entering into a detailed discussion of the SPR
spectra, therefore, some comments on the origin and proper-
ties of the band structure of a slab photonic crystal will be
helpful.

The origin of the band structure in a system of a finite
thickness can be easily understood if we begin with the tight-
binding-band picture for a single layer of spheres, i.e., a pho-
tonic crystal ofN51. The Bloch states thereof are formed
by the hopping motion of the whispering gallery modes
~WGM’s!.25 A WGM of an individual sphere is specified by
the angular momentum index (l,m) and hops to adjacent
spheres by making use of the incomplete mode confinement
and the resulting overlap of the electric fields. The modes set
up within the layer therefore have a dispersion due to lateral
motion. In this process, the (2l11)-fold degeneracy of a
WGM with respect tom is lifted, though only partly~see
Tables IV and V of Ref. 26 for how the degeneracy is re-
solved!. Even in the slab ofN51, therefore, the band struc-
ture is rather complicated. For the system ofN52, the band
structures of each of the two layers, which would be twofold
degenerate if they were far apart, become mixed to lift the
degeneracy. Roughly speaking, the number of bands of the
system ofN52 is two times larger than that of the system of
N51. In the system ofN53, the threefold degeneracy of
the single-layer band structure is split. In this way, the den-
sity of the bands increases progressively withN.

Calculation of the band structure is not at all simple. We
did this calculation exactly by constructing theS matrix us-
ing the transmission and reflection amplitudes of anN-layers
system and by plotting the peak positions of the calculated
density of states as a function of the lateral wave vector. See
the algorithm for obtaining the density of states from anS
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matrix given in Refs. 27 and 28. The difficulty in the band
calculation is partly due to the fact that a band of a slab
system generally has a finite lifetime caused by the leakage
of the mode energy to the exterior region. This is exactly the
same feature as that encountered in the treatment of lifetime-
broadened WGM’s in Mie scattering of light in an isolated
sphere. The use of the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients of the external light in theS matrix successfully incor-
porates this coupling between the inside and outside of the
slab system. Since the leak of the electric field is partly con-
sumed in forming a coherent lateral motion and in lifting the
degeneracy among the layers, the lifetime becomes longer in
a thicker photonic crystal. In other words, the quality factor
of the excited modes becomes larger asN increases.

A. SPR spectra of I„nx , 0…0 given by Eq. „20…

First we study the emission in thex-z plane and concen-
trate onI(1,0)0 defined by Eq.~18!. This quantity determines

the h10 SPR band in Fig. 2. We choosea/d50.42 andD
5d/2. The dielectric constant« of the spheres and the ratio
b5v/c are taken to be«53.22 and b50.9, respectively.
The value 3.2 of the refractive index is twice as large as that
of polystylene spheres in the visible range.29 Unless other-
wise stated, these parameters are used throughout the present
paper. We use the normalized unit of frequencyZ defined by
Z5vd/2pc.

Figure 3 showsI(1,0)0 and the corresponding band struc-
ture for the case ofN54 with frequencyZ taken in the
vertical axis. It can be seen that the SPR spectrum shown in
Fig. 3~b! is characterized by the presence of many resonant
peaks and that these peaks can be roughly divided into
groups. The appearance of the groups of resonances reflects
that of grouped band energies cut by theh10 line shown in
Fig. 3~a!. The grouping of the dispersion curves is under-
stood in terms of the splitting of the degeneracy mentioned
above. To show the coincidence between Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!

FIG. 3. Band structure and SPR spectrum on
the h10 line. The panel~a! shows the band struc-
ture for q5(qx,0), and ~b! shows the plot of
I(1,0)0 defined by Eq.~18! for b50.9. In ~a!,
two c lines which define the light cone are shown
by dotted lines together with thev line v5vqx

and thev line shifted by a 2D reciprocal-lattice
vector h5(2p/d)(1,0) (h10 line!. The panel~c!
is a reproduction of~a! and ~b! on much larger
scales. The filled~open! circles of the band struc-
ture show the dispersion relations of thep-active
(s-active! bands. The straight line is theh10 line.
In the frequency region where the dispersion
curves are sparsely populated, the lifetimes of the
bands are generally very short. Sometimes they
are too short to identify the peak positions of the
density of states. This is the reason for the abrupt
appearance or disppearance of some of the data
points in the band structure.
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in more detail, we reproduced in~c! a very narrow frequency
range of ~a! and ~b! in larger scales. The solid and open
circles in the left panel represent the bands active top- and
s-polarized incident lights, respectively. It is obvious that
solely the crossings of theh10 line with the dispersion curves
of the p-active bands give rise to the resonant peaks in the
right panel. Therefore, it is concluded that the SPR spectrum
of qy5ny50 reacts only to the excitation of thep-active
bands. This selection rule is simply explained by the fact that
the evanescent incident light isp polarized whenqy50, as
seen from the polarization ofE0 given by Eq.~16!; it excites
only thep-active bands polarized in thex-z plane.

B. SPR spectra of I„nx , ny…ny
given by Eq. „23…

We next studyI(1,1)1 (ny51), which is a dominant con-
tribution from a finite qy of the initial photon to theh10
emission band observed in thex-z plane. The spectrum of
I(1,1)1 and the related band structure are shown in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!, respectively. Because of the periodicity in the mo-
mentum space, the band structure of Fig. 4~a! for q
5(qx , 2p/d) is identical to that of Fig. 3~c! for q5(qx,0),
and the lineh11 is the same as theh10 line of Fig. 3~c!. In
Fig. 4~b!, the solid curve representsI(1,1)1, while the
dashed curve shows for comparisonI(1,0)0 examined in Sec.
III A. From Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, it can be concluded that not
only thep- but alsos-active bands appear as distinct resonant
peaks inI(1,1)1 in clear contrast toI(1,0)0 examined above.
This feature comes from the finiteness of they component of
the incident polarization whenqyÞ0; the polarizations of
the evanescent wave are neitherp nor s and so are the excited
photonic bands.

Figure 4 also shows that the intensityI(1,1)1 is much
smaller thanI(1,0)0. Through Eq.~9!, uGu becomes larger as
qy increases. Therefore, the incident evanescent wave with
qy52p/d decays much faster than does the wave withqy
50 considered inI(1,0)0. For a larger value ofny ,
I(1,ny)ny

is reduced even further. So thatI(1,1)1 should be
dominant among them. However, it should be noted that in
the case of a smaller value ofD, the exponential damping
due to uGu is reduced. Figure 4~c! shows the results for the

limiting caseD50. We see that at some peak positions due
to I(1,1)1 , the solid-line intensity indeed exceeds the dashed
one.

However,I(1,1)1 is in general about one-order of magni-
tude lower thanI(1,0)0. As a consequence the interference
process described by Eq.~24! may in general be neglected.
We may hence conclude that the intensity of theh10 SP band
which would be obtained by the exact sum overny is prac-
tically the same as the contribution solely fromny50.
Therefore, the spectra ofI(1,0)0 shown in Fig. 3 can essen-
tially be taken to be the exact ones of theh10 SP band.

The spectraI(nx,0)0 with nx52,3, . . . , have been com-
puted and found to be much smaller thanI(1,0)0. The first
reason for the smallness is that they are lying in the fre-
quency regions higher thannx51 ~see Fig. 2! and the decay
of the incident evanescent wave is so much larger, with the
increase of the distance between the pointsP1 andP2 in Fig.
2. The second reason is that a larger umklapp momentum
shift leads to a smaller conversion rate as in a usual potential
scattering of electron. For another system, the comparison of
I(2,0)0 with I(1,0)0, which supports the present conclusion,
is found in Ref. 8.

The next two subsections are related to the experiments
which we do hope to be carried out in future. The first is
related to how the spectrum changes as the direction of ob-
servation of emitted photons is tilted in they direction. The
second concerns the direction of the beam relative to the
symmetry axis of photonic crystal. Since these two topics are
out of the main stream of this paper, the readers who want in
a hurry to make a comparison between photonic crystal and
diffraction gratings, can skip the following two subsections
and pass directly to Sec. IV.

C. SPR spectra of I„nx , 0…qy
given by Eq.,„25…

So far, we have examined the vertical emission of (ks)y
50. Here, we examine the case of nonzero (ks)y concentrat-
ing on I(1,0)qy

with a finite but smallqy .

WhenqyÞ0, the polarization of the incident light is nei-
ther p nor s as in Sec. III B. Thus, any band cut by theh10
line will leave a distinct trace in the SPR spectra; sinceq

FIG. 4. Band structure forqy

50 and SPR intensityI(1,1)1.
The results forb50.9 andN54
are given. The panel~a! is a repro-
duction of the band structure
shown in Fig. 3~c!. The panels~b!
and~c! plot I(1,1)1 defined by Eq.
~23!, with D/d50.5 for the cen-
tral figure and withD/d50 for
the right figure.I(1,0)0 of Fig. 3
is given, for comparison.
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5(kx ,qy), with kx given by Eq.~3!, is not on the symmetry
axis of the 2D Brillouin zone, the excited photonic bands are
no longer classified intop- or s-active bands. Figure 5 shows
the spectra ofI(1,0)qy

with qy50.1(2p/d), together with
the corresponding band structure. As expected, a resonant
peak appears inI(1,0)qy

at any crossing point of the band

structure. For a typical frequencyZ50.62, the valueqy
50.1(2p/d) corresponds to the direction of SP light tilted
;10° away from thex-z plane.

We have checked that the positions of the resonant struc-
tures in the SPR spectrum are a faithful replica of the band
structure. In this sense, the SPR could be a useful tool to
determine the band structure of photonic crystals. To obtain
the qx dependence of the band dispersion, we have only to
vary the electron velocity to change the tangent of theh10
line. If we tilt the direction of the observation in they direc-
tion, we can even get theqy dependence of the band
energies.

D. Effect of the change of the direction of the electron beam

Finally we consider the case of an electron beam traveling
in a direction not parallel to the symmetry axis. Figure 6~a!
shows the direction of the electron beam in theqx-qy plane
that has an anglefel off the x axis. In the rotated coordinate
systemx8 andy8 with the x8 axis in the beam direction, the
evanescent wave emitted by the electron is expressed in the
same way as that in Eq.~7! with kx8 fixed atkx85v/v and has
a form of a superposition over the momentum component
qy8 . For the light of frequencyv, the pointV i(kx8 ,qy8) of the
incident evanescent wave is marked in Fig. 6~a!, with the
dashed circle of radiusv/c showing the locus of the light
cone with the plane at the frequency heightv. The incident
field is then umklapp scattered by the photonic crystal. The

momentum of the outgoing light of frequencyv is shown for
the case of (1,0) umklapp shift at pointV(1,0). In accor-
dance with the arbitrariness ofqy8 on the lineI ~initial!, the
h10 SPR spectrum will appear along the straight lineF ~final!
bounded by the light cone shown by the dashed circle. With
change inv, the lineF shifts in accordance with the parallel
movement of lineI.

If we observe the emitted radiation above the beam tra-
jectory, the 2D wave vector@(ks)x , (ks)y# of the detected
light should lie on thex8 axis. In this setting, therefore,
sweepingv of the observed light corresponds to varying the
initial wave vector along the line denoted byIv , which in-
tersects theqy8 axis at qy852(2p/d)sinfel . Thus, theh10

SPR spectrum provides information on the band structure for

FIG. 5. Band structure and SPR spectrum for a nonzeroqy . The
results forN54, b50.9 andqy50.1(2p/d) are given. The left
panel shows the band structure forq5@qx,0.1(2p/d)#. The straight
line shows theh10 line, whose points of intersection with the dis-
persion curves leave their traces without exception in the SPR in-
tensity curve shown in the right panel.

FIG. 6. Diagram showing the procedure of obtaining an SPR
spectrum from an electron running off thex axis. In~a!, the axisqx8

represents the direction of the electron, which has an anglefel from
the x direction. LineIv is the trajectory in theq space of the initial
wave vector of the evanescent wave, when the frequencyv is var-
ied for the SPR, which is observed in the plane spanned by thex8

and z axes. For the definitions of the other notations, see the text.
Panel~b! shows a diagram similar to Fig. 2 in theqx8-v plane,qx8

axis being defined in~a!. Several model dispersion curves are given.
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q on theIv line. Due to the periodicity in theq space, this
h10 line carries information along theqx8 axis.

Figure 6~b! shows the linev5vqx8 in theqx8-v plane and
the movement of pointQ shown in Fig. 6~a! along the
straight line denoted byh108 . Together with these lines, we
illustrate in Fig. 6~b! several model dispersion curves of the
photonic bands forq on theqx8 axis. The SPR spectrum now
consists of sharp resonant peaks arising at the crossing points
of the h108 line with the band dispersion curves. A clear-cut
selection rule for the polarization as shown in Fig. 3~c! is not
observed in the case of a tilted beam direction, because the
qx8 axis is now in a general direction and the excited photonic
bands are at general points of the 2D Brillouin zone. From
this consideration, we may concluded that scanningfel and
studying the SPR spectrum will provide information on the
photonic bands over the 2D Brillouin zone.

IV. EMISSION CROSS SECTION OF THE SPR

A. Expression of emission cross section of the SPR

In Sec. III, we examinedI(nx , ny)qy
in arbitrary units.

Here we are interested in the actual magnitude of the photon
yield as a function of the direction of observation in order to
establish a comparison with a diffraction grating. We con-
sider in this section that the electron beam moves along thex
axis.

Starting with the expression of thez component of the
Poynting vector of the emitted light

W5(
h

W~h!5(
h

d

p2E0

`E
2`

`

dvdqy

1

2
Re$ ẑ•@E~h!

3H~h!* #%, ~26!

we divide the Poynting vector into the contributions from the
2D reciprocal lattice vectorsh of the umklapp scattering by
expressing the emitted electric field as

Es~r,t !5(
h
E

2`

` dv

2p
E

2`

` dqy

2p
E~h!exp$i@ks~h!•r2vt#%,

~27!

which is the Fourier transform of Eq.~14!. The magnetic
field H(h) is defined analogously. Expression~26! of W is
obtained by integrating the Poynting vector over one period
d in thex direction. The radiated energyW should be equal to
the kinetic energy of the electron lost by the photon emis-
sion. It can indeed be shown thatW is just equal to the work
required to keep the velocity of electron constant in opposi-
tion to the force due toEs(r,t) seen by the electron,16 i.e.,

W5E
t0

t01d/v
dt ev@Es~vt,t !#x , ~28!

the integral being over the time required for the electron to
traverse the distanced.

We introduce the polar anglesu(h) and f(h) for the
emission direction, which are defined in Fig. 7 relative to the
beam direction,

@ks~h!#x[
v

v

1hx5

v

c
cosu~h!, ~29!

@ks~h!#y[qy85qy1hy5

v

c
sinu~h!sinf~h!,

@ks~h!#z5
v

c
sinu~h!cosf~h!.

For a fixed h, the direction of emission specified by
@u(h),f(h)# changes continuously asv and qy vary. Ac-
cordingly, we can define the emission probability per unit
solid angle of observation. From the first and second of Eq.
~29!, the Jacobian for thev and qy integrals of Eq.~26! is
obtained as

J~h!5U ]qy8

]u~h!

]v

]u~h!

]qy8

]f~h!

]v

]f~h!

U5

~2p !3c

l3hx

sin3u~h!cosf~h!,

~30!

wherel5(2pc/v) is the wavelength of the observed pho-
ton. From Eqs.~26! and ~30!, it holds that

W~h!5E
0

p

sinu~h!du~h!

3E
0

2p

df~h!J~h!uL~h!u2e22uGu(D1a), ~31!

where

J~h!5p
e2

e0
S d

l3hx
D sin2u~h!cos2f~h! ~32!

and («0m051/c2)

uL~h!u25

8e2uGu(D1a)

m0ce2sinu~h!cosf~h!

3

1

2
Re$ ẑ•@E~h!3H~h!* #%. ~33!

FIG. 7. Anglesu(h) and f(h) defined by Eq.~29!. ks is the
wave vector of the emitted photon defined by Eq.~12!.
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Since (1/2)Re@•••# involves in itself the decaying factor
e22uGu(D1a), the quantityuL(h)u2 defined by Eq.~33! is free
from theD dependence and describes the intrinsic properties
of the light conversion through the photonic band excitation.
This quantity was referred to as the radiation factor in Refs.
13,14.

The power emitted into a unit solid angle while the elec-
tron traversing one periodd is then given by

dW~h!

dV
5J~h!uL~h!u2e22uGu(D1a), ~34!

which we shall call simply the SPRcross section. The quan-
tity J(h) defined by Eq.~32! has the dimension of energy
and varies withv slowly and smoothly through the factor
l23. The main part of the cross section related to the pho-
tonic band structure is thus the radiation factoruL(h)u2. In-
deed, the quantityI(nx , ny)qy

, which we called the SPRin-

tensity in Sec. III, is found to be

I~nx , ny!qy
5uL~nx , ny!u2e22uGu(D1a), ~35!

where we employ the index (nx ,ny) for h of L(h) and the
value ofqy on the left-hand side is fixed by the second rela-
tion of Eq. ~29! as a function ofh and @u(h),f(h)#. As a
result the cross section and intensity in our definition are
related as

dW~h!

dV
5J~h!I~nx , ny!qy

. ~36!

B. Comparison between I and dWÕdV

The case off(h)50 corresponds to the vertical emission
of (ks)y50 considered in Secs. III A and III B. For the case
of h5(2p/d)(1,0) andqy50, we compare the cross section
dW(h)/dV and the intensityI(1,0)0. We consider the pho-
tonic crystal withN51, for simplicity. Figure 8~a! shows
I(1,0)0 in arbitrary units as in Sec. III and Fig. 8~b! shows
the cross sectiondW(h)/dV given by Eq.~34!. As in Sec.
III, a/d50.42, D/d50.5, b50.9, and«53.22. We see at
once the similarity between them. From the relation given by
Eq. ~36!, the difference in theZ dependence should come
solely from the factorZ3(;l23) involved in the factor
J(h) defined by Eq.~32!. The reason why the cross section
dW(h)/dV still decreases even in the presence of the in-
creasing factorZ3 is that the enhanced damping of the eva-
nescent wave with increasingZ dominates and overshoots
the increase. Indeed, in the case of a smallerD, where the
damping is less dominant, the effect of the factorZ3 becomes
more appreciable in the cross section. Figure 8~c!, which
shows the extreme case ofD50, illustrates this situation.
Note, however, that the decrease due to the exponential
damping still works even in the limitD50, since it depends
not on e22uGuD, but on e22uGu(D1a). This is why dW/dV
does not increase in Fig. 8~c! in spite of theZ3 increase.

The conclusion is thus that apart from the absolute mag-
nitudes of the photon yield and the slowly varying frequency
dependence due toZ3, we can safely employ the quantity

I(nx , ny)qy
to examine the characteristic features of the SPR

cross section from a photonic crystal. Our previous
investigations,8 all made onI(nx , ny)qy

, can thus be taken as
indicating the essence of the SPR spectra from photonic
crystals.

C. Comparison between a photonic crystal
and diffraction grating

To see the characteristic features of photonic crystals
compared with those of diffraction gratings, let us take as an
example for the latter a perfectly conducting grating with
rectangular groove profile. This type of the grating has often
been considered in both theoretical and experimental works.
To make the geometry of the two systems as similar as pos-
sible, we examine a photonic crystal ofN51 with a/d
50.25 and a grating with groove width and height relative to

FIG. 8. Comparison between the SPR intensity and cross section
for the photonic crystal ofN51 and for b50.9. The panel~a!
showsI(1,0)0 and ~b! showsdW/dV for h5(2p/d)(1,0) as ob-
served in thex-z plane. The results shown in~a! and ~b! are for
D/d50.5. In ~c!, dW/dV of h5(2p/d)(1,0) is given for the lim-
iting case ofD/d50 to see how the factorZ3 involved in the cross
section affects theZ dependence.
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the grating periodd both equal to 0.5. A vertical view of the
two systems, when superimposed, is given in Fig. 9. The
distanceD of the beam trajectory from the grating is mea-
sured from the top surface of the grating.

For the emission cross section of theh10 SPR band, Fig.
10 compares the two systems forb50.9 andD50.5d, in a
logarithmic scale. The solid curve is for the photonic crystal
and the dashed curve is for the grating. We can see a marked
difference between the two curves both in magnitude and
line shape. Numerous resonant peaks in the photonic crystal
arise due to the photonic band excitations. It is notable that
the heights of the sharp peaks are larger than those of the
grating, generally by about one order of magnitude. Fine
structures arise in the curves of the grating, too. In Fig. 10
we find the sharp dips and kinks appear atZ
.0.9,1.4,1.9, . . . , together with broad peaks located be-
tween them. These are typical features observed experimen-
tally in SPR spectra of gratings.11 It should, however, be
noted that the peaks present in the grating case are too broad

to compare their FWHM with those of the photonic-band
excitation. Because of this, the peak heights of the grating
SPR are much lower than those of the photonic crystal. The
fine structures positioned at those values ofZ noted above
appear when theh10 line intersects the equally spacedc lines
associated with various umklapp shifts of integer multiples
of 2p/d. Indeed, in our case ofb50.9, the crosses of the
h10 line with them are calculated to beZ
50.95,1.42,1.89, . . . , in very good agreement with the po-
sitions of the fine structures of Fig. 10. This shows that the
band structure of the perfectly conducting grating is obtained
by folding the light lines to the first Brillouin zone and that
the quality factors of the excited bands are much smaller
than the photonic bands of the arrayed dielectric spheres.
This is another way of saying that the spectral difference is
caused by the difference of the degree of the electromagnetic
confinement.

Although we can obtain almost monochromatic and en-
hanced emission lines by using the excitation of the photonic
bands, it should be pointed out that the integrated value of
the spectral intensity of the photonic crystal does not look
very different from that of the grating.

In Fig. 10, it is notable that the decay of the intensity with
increase ofZ is different in the two cases. This is because the
dependence onuGu is through e2uGu(D1a) in the photonic
crystal, while it is throughe2uGuD in the grating. In the case
of D50.5d examined in Fig. 10, therefore, the decay of the
grating is less appreciable. Indeed, for a larger value ofZ
whereuGu becomes larger or a largerD where the exponen-
tial decay is more appreciable than theZ3 factor, we can
confirm that the exponential decay prevails in the grating
case, too.

Considering that the perfectly-conducting grating has
100% reflectance while the photonic crystal has a leak in the
direction opposite to the electron beam, the above compari-
son was rather unfair to the photonic crystal; we may well
think that if the monolayer array of spheres is placed on a
perfect mirror to reflect the leaked light completely back to
the photonic crystal, the peak values of the SPR cross section
would become larger than the free-standing system treated in
Fig. 10.

So far we have considered the photonic crystal ofN51.
As we found in our previous work,28 the quality factor gen-
erally improves withN. Therefore, the positive conclusion
obtained here for the peak values becomes more and more
conspicuous, when a thicker slab photonic crystal is consid-
ered. This feature is confirmed in Fig. 11, which shows the
cross section forh5(2p/d)(1,0) for the slab ofN51,2, and
4. We see a sharp narrowing of the emission peaks, while
simultaneously the peak intensities increase drastically.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have examined the characteristic features
of the SPR spectrum when a photonic crystal is used in place
of a diffraction grating. We have treated a slab of photonic
crystal, made out of stacking 2D layers of arrayed dielectric
spheres. The procedure for obtaining the SPR spectra
amounts in its essence to calculation of the diffracted ampli-

FIG. 9. Diffraction grating with a rectangular groove profile. A
vertical figure of the photonic crystal of a free-standing 2D array of
dielectric spheres is superimposed. The emission efficiencies of the
two systems are compared in Figs. 10 and 11.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the cross sections of SPR between a
photonic crystal and a perfectly conducting grating on a logarithmic
scale. The results forN51, D/d50.5, andqy5ny50 ~i.e., for the
h10 SPR band! are given. The solid and dashed lines represent the
spectra of the photonic crystal and of the grating, respectively.
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tudes of the incident evanescent field originally emitted by a
traveling charge. We have treated this diffraction process
with the multiple scattering of the light by the photonic crys-
tal being taken into account exactly.

Features related to the selection rules characterizing the
SPR spectra from the photonic crystal have been demon-
strated. By varying the direction of observation of the emit-
ted light, it was found that we can trace over the 2D Brillouin
zone not only the dispersion surface but also the symmetry
properties of a photonic band. It was also found that sweep-
ing the direction of the electron beam relative to the symme-

try axes of photonic crystals is equivalent to scanning the 2D
Brillouin zone, as far as the 2D wave vectors of the excited
photonic bands are concerned. Through changes in the posi-
tions and the widths of the resonant peaks, the SPR spectrum
may serve as a good probe into a photonic band structure.

The SPR spectra are full of fine structures due to the
excitations of photonic bands, while those of the grating
have only the fine structures attributable to Wood anomalies,
which takes place when a folded light-cone edge is excited
by the periodic light scattering. In addition to the number of
the fine structures, the sharpness of the resonance is quite
contrasting, giving a marked difference in the peak values of
the photon emission cross sections. We have made a quanti-
tative comparison between a photonic crystal of arrayed di-
electric spheres and a perfectly conducting grating of a rect-
angular groove profile. Compared to the emission lines of the
diffraction grating, we can say that a photonic crystal gives
rise to almost monochromatic emission lines in the SPR
spectrum.

We have given a numerical calculation for a photonic
crystal made out of arrayed spheres. Considering that the
measured transmittance of theN51 photonic crystal of ar-
rayed Si3N4 spheres of mm range agrees remarkably well
with the calculated prediction,30 we expect the comparison in
SPR spectrum to also be favorable.
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